1. The above drawing is not to scale.
2. Horizontal boundaries of the Key Plan and the Horizontal Profile shall coincide and shall be limited to the length of the bridge project ONLY. The stations along P of Construction shown on Horizontal Profile shall be vertically aligned with the ones shown on the Key Plan.
3. The Drawing Frame is sized to work with plotters regardless of media orientation.
4. See Dwg. No. 1.1.2 for Standard Subsequent Sheets.
5. See Dwg. No. 1.1.3 for In-House Design Title Block.
6. See Dwg. No. 1.1.4 for Consultant Design Title Block.
7. See Dwg. No. 1.1.5 for Federal Aid Block.
8. Bridge with single Bridge Identification Number (B.I.N) shown. For bridges with multiple B.I.N's see Dwg. No. 1.1.5.
9. Placeholders shown. Provide Key Plan, Locus, Profiles, Quantities, and Index of Sheets in the shown layout.